A PSYLLID, TRIOZA MAGNOLIAE (ASHMEAD)
(HOMOPTERA: PSYLLIDAE)
F. W. MEAD

ECONOMIC IMPORTANCE: This jumping plant louse initiates large, unsightly galls on the leaves of bay trees. Apparently, these trees can tolerate a heavy infestation without being materially weakened. Principally concerned are homeowners, nurserymen, and park officials who want to keep their trees attractive.

HOSTS: Bay trees are the hosts, but trees in several different genera have been called "bay" trees, and this has led to confusion. Furthermore, the leaves of the two main host "bays" are easily confused. The principal host is redbay (PERSEA BORBONIA (L.) SPRENG.). The purported other main host is sweetbay (MAGNOLIA VIRGINIANA L.). Veteran botanist Mr. Erdman West, University of Florida, has never seen psyllid galls on MAGNOLIA VIRGINIANA (personal communication). Possibly Ashmead (1881) confused P. borbonia and M. virginiana in his field observations. The Division of Plant Industry (DPI) files, however, do contain several records of TRIOZA MAGNOLIAE reported on M. virginiana, but these cannot be confirmed. Because of the unusual confusion concerning these hosts, a table has been prepared on page two which will aid in identifying these trees.

Fig. 1. GALLS ON REDBAY (PERSEA BORBONIA) CONTAINING TRIOZA MAGNOLIAE (ASHMEAD).
Fig. 2. NYMPH OF TRIOZA MAGNOLIAE (APPROX. 15 TIMES ACTUAL SIZE).
Fig. 3. ADULT OF TRIOZA MAGNOLIAE (APPROX. 25 TIMES ACTUAL SIZE).
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Other hosts are silkbay (Persea humilis Nash), swampbay (Persea palustris (Raf.) Sarg.), and shorebay (Persea littoralis Small). It is interesting that we have no record of Trióza magnoliae on avocado (Persea americana Mill.). However, a closely related psyllid (Trióza aniceps Tuthill) has been reported in Mexico as forming destructive galls on avocado leaves. DPI has one record of T. magnoliae on Laurus nobilis L., the true laurel of florists. This may be an error, since Tuthill (1943) lists the closely related Trióza alacris Flor as a psyllid occurring on this host. Another unconfirmed DPI record of T. magnoliae lists it on bay rum tree (Pimenta racemosa J. W. Moore).

**DISTRIBUTION:** Florida (Fig. 4), Alabama, Georgia, New Jersey, Mexico. Tuthill (1944) noted slight differences in Mexican specimens, but still thought they were T. magnoliae.

**DESCRIPTION:** Galls (Fig. 1) are large, sometimes an inch or so long. Quite often, two or three galls are found on the same leaf, causing much of the leaf to become malformed. Galls form on leaf margins, and seem to "roll" toward the mid-vein, with their long axes parallel to the mid-vein. The galls form a closed pocket, but when fully mature they open along the side in the form of a large curved lip. The color is greenish-yellow with a bluish bloom. Inside the galls can be found nymphs in various stages, cast skins, white waxy powder and "wool", and honey-dew coated with white waxy particles giving the liquid a milky appearance. The nymphs (Fig. 2) are elongate-ovate, over 2 mm long when mature, flattened, pale yellow to green, and with short marginal hairs. Adults (Fig. 3) are about 1 mm long, general color green to light brown, sometimes with longitudinal brown stripes on thoracic dorsum. Tips of antennae dark. Eyes reddish. Wings hyaline. This species probably is single-brooded, but in Florida we have reports of galls with nymphs for all months. Adults seem to emerge from April to June with the peak coming in mid-May. Emergence is easily noted by cast skins of the last stage nymphs adhering to the undersides of leaves. Clarification of the life history is needed.

**CONTROL:** No recommendations are known to the author or University of Florida entomologists. Possibly the late winter application of some material such as lindane, malathion, diazinon, or dimethoate when the galls are very small on new growth, or just before their scheduled appearance, might be of value.
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